ABSTRACT This paper presents a method of building an embedding representation via deep metric learning, which works well in both classification and verification problems. The embedding is built via a proposed hybrid loss, which consists of a softmax loss and a Euclidean-metric loss. The hybrid loss explores the tradeoff, balancing the discriminativeness and invariance. In deep metric learning, a softmax loss is proposed for classification and a Euclidean-metric loss is responsible for verification. We apply the proposed loss and the softmax loss to the well-known deep models, such as VGG-16 and ResNet-50, respectively. In addition, the performances are evaluated by two datasets (CIFAR and Market1501), in which the CIFAR is for classification and the Market1501 is for verification. The results indicate that the embedding learned from the proposed loss does improve the performance on both the classification and verification tasks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Deep learning models allow the computation that composed of multiple processing layers to learn representations of data with multiple levels of abstraction. These methods have dramatically improved the state-of-the-art in many tasks. To this end, we build an embedding representation which aims to achieve good performances on both the classification and the verification problems. The task is achieved by deep metric learning of establishing a shared representation via the hidden layers of a deep learning model ( Figure 1) .
For classification problems, the predicting classes are within the training set, which is also known as close-set identification. Therefore, features that are linearly separable are enough for addressing this kind of problems (Figure 2a ). Verification problems are usually open-set identification of which the testing identities do not appear in the training set. As a consequence, the only way to address this kind of problem is comparing the distance between every two features extracted from given identities. Features of the same identity are expected to be smaller than those between different identities (Figure 2b ). We find that both requirements for classification and verification can be satisfied simultaneously with a uniform embedding (Figure 2c ).
In deep metric learning, separable features are obtained directly by minimizing the softmax loss, while invariant features are achieved by minimizing the metric loss of Euclidean distance. One can figure out that a joint loss combining with the softmax loss and the metric loss satisfies both the two properties in a uniform embedding, which is very standard in metric learning. However, some problems still existed in balancing the two joined losses with conflicts in between.
The discovery of conflicts between constructing separable features and invariant features can date back to 2017, in solving the face recognition problem that data are covered by pose variations [1] . Since the tradeoff between invariance and discriminativeness is unknown, people failed to deal with problems of face image with large pose variants via deep metric learning. Back to our work, the conflicts existed and reflected by the two losses that joined.
To this end, we propose a new hybrid loss which develops better balancing for different losses. The new proposed loss is derived from the AM-GM inequality which allows it to converge to a lower level closer to the mathematical lower bound.
II. RELATED WORK
In the literature of deep learning, people would rather form a loss in a probabilistic manner (e.g., softmax loss) than model it in a way that separates feature within a uniform embedding (e.g., SVM [2] ). As a matter of fact, the probabilistic loss (softmax loss) also produce an embedding which is indicated by both Hinton and Salakhutdinov [3] in 2006 and Wen et al. [4] in 2016. Few people studied in the performance effected by the loss but the activation functions [5] - [8] which bring the non-linearity to a deep neural network.
Similarity measure plays an important role in verification problems. A comprehensive survey written by Lu et al. [9] summarizes the recent advances in deep metric learning. In 2015, people were aware of the idea of directly applying conventional metric learning to state-of-the-art deep learning models, which led to impressive results in the community of face recognition [10] . It started the research on deep metric learning, a simple metric such as Euclidean metric working along with the deep neural networks [4] , [10] - [15] , which simultaneously learns the features with a uniform embedding. Previously, people could only address this kind of problems via learning a matrix for invariant mapping based on the low level representations, such as color descriptors of RGB, HSV, Lab and textures like Gabor [16] , Haar [17] and LBP [18] . Even though Chen et al. [19] indicates the significant of enlarging the inter-class variation in deep metric learning addressing the person re-identification problems, the proper gap for separability is still unknown. In 2016 Wen et al. [4] successfully solved the inter-class variation in deep metric learning via softmax loss. In that case, a proper gap has no use for inter-class separability. However, the tradeoff between the softmax loss and the intra-class loss is still unknown [1] .
Another direction arising in recent years [20] - [27] is focusing on obtaining representative features via developing the potential ability of the classification layer by taking the idea of projecting feature not to a 2D hyperplane manifold but to a 3D hypersphere manifold. In that case, a new magnitude function and an angular function, relying on the norm and angle respectively, are derived from the decomposition of inner-production. Some of them [22] , [23] further normalize the weights and features of the last fully connected layer so that the training will directly act on the angle which provides discriminativeness on the hypersphere embedding. The remaining references [20] , [21] , [25] are to normalize the input features before they are entered the last fully connected layer. Liu et al. [28] concluded them as a deep hyperspherical learning framework which forces the norms to 1 in order to make the outputs reflected the angles. And Liu et al. [29] prove the idea further that not all norms are equal to 1 via decoupling the convolutional operator. In such a way, different kinds of functions rely on norm and angle are considered to substitute the functions of magnitude and angular.
Even though the tradeoff between invariance and discriminativeness is unknown, we still have chances to balance the two properties above in the manner of deep metric learning. According to the recent work [22] , [25] , [28] , [29] , inter-class variation and intra-class variation can be decoupled by relating to the norm and the angle within an inner product operation respectively. They argue that the angle corresponds to the inter-class variation and the norm accounts for intra-class variation.
In contrast to consider the conflicts solved in a decoupled way, we think of the problem a slightly different aspect. Both the conflicts and the tradeoff existed but require a stricter constrict than a standard one presented in Eq. (8) . The main contribution of this paper is that we propose a new loss named in hybrid loss, which provides much stricter boundary for better balancing the tradeoff between classification and verification.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
Supposing f (x) and g(x) represents the softmax loss and the metric loss which are given. Our proposed hybrid loss can be written in
where λ is a hyper-parameter for balancing the two terms, f (x) is the softmax loss for classification and g(x) is the metric loss for verification. By written g(x) in the form of Euclidean metric, the metric loss is formed in
where p(x i ) = x j denotes a mapping for contrastive data pair (x i , x j ) of which labels (y i , y j ) are the same. The indicator function I{y j = y i } in Eq. (6) counts the number of training data that belongs to the same class.
In the following subsections, we discuss 1) why to construct g(x) the Euclidean metric loss for verification in the form of Eq. (2) (Section III-A); 2) why the proposed hybrid loss provides stricter boundary for better balancing of classification loss f (x) and verification loss g(x) (Section III-B); and 3) Details of implementing the proposed hybrid loss (Section III-C).
Finally, the last section (Section IV) describes the experiments based on the classification benchmark and the person re-id benchmark evaluating the model learned from the hybrid loss respectively.
A. EUCLIDEAN-METRIC LOSS FOR VERIFICATION
In verification problems, to provide the invariant mapping from data to features, the embedding should present small intra-class variance. Key insight to establish such embedding is to perform the loss that minimize the variance of the features extracted from the training set in each class individually. Given discrete set X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } with each x i ∈ X equally likely. Its variance takes the form in
where µ is the expected value of X , that
It has the other expression which is equivalent to Eq. (3), without directly referring to the mean but the squared deviations of all data from each other
In Eq. (3), the expected value µ renews in every iteration which invokes the entire training set. When the dataset is large, it is difficult to compute an intermediate µ in each iteration. Even through Wen et al. [4] proposed an SGD-based method to update the expected value and the features simultaneously, the other expression has less hyper-parameter comparing with Eq. (3). As a consequence, we prefer the loss taking the form of Eq. (4) to the other one formed in Eq. (3). Denoting the entire training set as S which is divided into k subsets according to the class labels, each subset S i ⊆ S, i = 1, 2, . . . , k indicates a particular class of data within the training set. The underlying variance is minimized in the form of
where |S i | means the number of elements within the subset S i which can be modeled by the indicator function I{y = i} in the following form
where
By counting the labels belonging to the current S i , Eq. (5) becomes
and the loss function to be computed within a mini-batch is
If a mapping is corresponding to the data pairs (x i , x j ) with one of the containing elements, say p : x i → x j , one can reconstruct the data pair via p when x i is given. Furthermore, g(x i , x j ) in Eq. (7) can be written in g(x i ) with
which is the Euclidean-metric loss for verification in Eq. (1).
B. ANALYTIC UPPER BOUND AND LOWER BOUND
A standard way to join the two different losses is
with the softmax loss modeled by f (x 0 ) and g(x 0 ) given the Euclidean-metric loss, where ψ is a scalar used for balancing f (x 0 ) and g(x 0 ). In mathematics, a property called inequality of arithmetic and geometric means, or more briefly the AM-GM inequality, stipulates that the arithmetic mean of a list of non-negative real numbers which is greater than or equal to the geometric mean of the same list; furthermore, the lower bound is defined by the equality that holds if and only if every number in the list is the same. The simplest non-trivial case of AM-GM inequality is
when given a ≥ 0 and b ≥ 0, equality holds if and only if a = b. According to the joint supervision Eq. (8), given f (x 0 ) ≥ 0, g(x 0 ) ≥ 0 and ψ ≥ 0, we will have the formula similar to Eq. (9), which
with the lower bound holds if and only if ψ = f (x 0 )/g(x 0 ). By introducing another hyper-parameter approximates 1 g(x 0 ) , the ψ can be modeled by a function of f (x 0 ) as following
Substituting ψ by Eq. (10), Eq. (8) become
given { |0 ≤ 1, ≈ 1 g(x 0 ) } that balancing the two joined losses f (x 0 ) and g(x 0 ). VOLUME 7, 2019
1) RELAXATION
To compute E.q. (11) with multiple data formed in a minibatch, the formula takes the form of
where m denotes the size of the mini-batch. Consider m i=0 f (x i )g(x i ) the inner production within a vector space (Figure 3) , the relaxation of the formula from 2 norm to 1 norm can be written in where
Since the expected ∈ { |0 ≤ 1, ≈ 1 g(x 0 ) } and 0 ≤ cosθ ≤ 1, by substituting λ = cosθ , the formula becomes
where m i=0 f (x i ) and m i=0 g(x i ) are computed respectively from the corresponding loss layers. Gradients are easy to compute and to back-propagate in a hierarchical way.
2) SOLUTION SPACE
We analysis the solution space bounded by different boundaries according to different kinds of losses.
Supposing an optimized CNN model under the supervision of softmax loss is given. Meanwhile the model has reached its local minimum with the form
where is the boundary of f * (x) given the entire training set S. The standard joint loss Eq. (8) which can be interpreted as an optimization problem written in the following form
where the optimal solution f * (x i ) in Eq. (15) will naturally form a subset of Eq. (14) . Considered the hybrid loss in Eq. (1), with 0
which provides the solutions much closer to the lower bound. The optimal f * (x i ) given subset of f * (x i ) within a solution space illustrates in Figure 4 . 
C. HYBRID LOSS LAYER AND IMPLEMENTATION
For backward pass of a neural network, the computation of error derivatives with respect to output of each unit is necessary. The chain rule of derivatives tells how small change of one variable is transformed into small change of another one, which is the key to backpropagate gradients within a neural network. To compute the gradients, we rewrite the hybrid loss in Eq. (1) into the form of following
Applying the chain rule to Eq. (17), we get the error derivatives respected to different losses,
and
Further, gradients respected to the output feature x i of the CNN model are computed as following
The new loss we proposed is implemented as a loss layer hierarchically working with the existed softmax loss layer as well as the Euclidean-metric loss layer, where
are implemented in independent layers respectively. (Figure 5 ).
Since g(x i ) contains a data-pair corresponding mapping, gradients respected to pairwise features are computed independently in the following
, where x i and x j are features belonging to the same class,
,j>i I{y i = y j } is a constant respecting to the current mini-batch, which is considered as a label counter modeled by the indicator function in Eq. (6).
1) CONSTRUCTING PAIRWISE DATA
In literature, loss functions that require input of pairwise data [10] , [19] , [30] . Basically, two major ways for pairwise data generating are: 1) Offline Generating. Data pairs are generating offline before they are fed to the model. Since it is unfeasible to generate data pairs covering the entire training set. People are used to apply the offline generating with those data that are going to be fed in a few iterations; 2) Online Generating. The online generating allows people to construct data pairs by selecting those data in the mini-batch of the current iteration. In this paper, we study the online generating methods which construct data pairs with data from a single minibatch. By assuming labels of the given data are known, one can construct data pairs by selecting data with the same label. Data mapped to those from the given mini-batch are stored in a new mini-batch, where each entry of which given the data corresponding to those with the same labels. Then, the algorithm of generating the mapping p : x i → x j correlating data of different mini-batch the same entry is summarized in Algorithm 1.
2) ONLINE PAIRWISE DATA LAYER
By implementing Algorithm 1 to an independent layer that generates data pairs online (Figure 6) , we obtain advantages of flexible, easy-modification and efficient comparing with the offline generating methods. By adding such a layer, data pairs required by the loss function are generated at any position of a neural network. For example, one can put it on the first convolutional layer where the data pairs are generated in a very low abstract level, which requires the siamese network [30] , [31] with identical sub-network to extract high level features (Figure 7a ). One can also put it on the position of high abstract level, where the layers outputting the critical features fed to the loss layer (Figure 7b) .
Generally, for losses that require more than one inputs are often working with the siamese network, which consist of two identical sub-networks. By considered the online pairwise data layer, it is not necessary to have a siamese network all the time. The one we used for the following experiments is illustrated in Figure 7b , which provides similar outcomes comparing with the conventional siamese network.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
The learned embedding is tested on two major aspects, classification evaluation and verification evaluation. Because no datasets test the performance on classification and verification simultaneously. Evaluations are performed on two datasets CIFAR [32] and Market1501 [33] , which one for classification evaluation and the other for verification evaluation respectively. All the implementations presented in this paper are using Caffe [34] , an open-source framework for deep learning, on a machine with two GPUs (TitanXP).
A. DATASET 1) CIFAR [32] CIFAR dataset, an object classification dataset of the 80 million tiny images which is consisted of two labeled subsets-CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100. CIFAR-10 contains 60,000 labeled images of 10 classes with 50,000 images in the training set and 10,000 images in the testing set. CIFAR-100 further categorized the images into 100 sub-classes of each contained 600 images, 500 of which are for training and the 100 of which are for testing. Both CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 provide us a good platform to investigate the performance on classification.
2) MARKET1501 [33] With containing 32,668 annotated bounding boxes of 1,501 identities, the dataset collected by a total of six cameras, 5 high-resolution cameras and one low-resolution camera, with overlapping existed among the cameras. Within the dataset, 12,396 cropped images of 751 identities are for training and 19,732 cropped images of 750 identities are for testing. each annotated identity is captured by at least two cameras, so that cross-camera search is performed. Furthermore, Market1501 provides 500,000 additional boxes with false alarms on background and person not presented in the collected cropped images.
B. CLASSIFICATION EVALUATION
Performance on classification evaluates on the CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 datasets. The experiment is based on switching-losses training scheme. Our main focus is more on the behaviors of the cross-training paradigm rather than improvements on the state-of-the-art accuracy. By observing the results from both the proposed hybrid loss and the softmax loss, some conclusions of the performance on discriminativeness can be drawn simultaneously.
The experiment is divided into two parts. In the first part, we compare the results from our loss to those from the baseline evaluated on the CIFA-10 dataset, where the network architecture being used is ResNet proposed by He et al. [35] . And the number of hidden layers applying to the network is arranged from 20 to 110. The experiment is conducted in the paradigm of switching-losses, which is substituting loss functions to a deep model with its architecture unchanged and weights inheriting from the last training state of its own. In the second part, in order to evaluate our loss on different models as well as different datasets, we considered the ResNet model with highest accuracy of all being evaluated in the first experiment, i.e., the ResNet-110. And another well-known deep model known as VGG-16 is introduced at the same time evaluating on the CIFA-10 and CIFA-100. Since no published benchmark evaluated on CIFA-100 applying neither the ResNet nor VGG-16 models. We trained the baseline ourselves using the configurations of reproducing the ImageNet models. Both the two experiments are trained under the switching-losses paradigm, and we recorded it in a way that each iteration represents a completely training process applying the loss of our own or the other one.
Results are listed in Table 1 and Table 2 individually. In Table 1 , it turns out that the accuracy does improve by our loss comparing with the baseline from [35] . Table 2 shows the accuracy testing on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 respectively. The results from Table 1 are consistent with those  from Table 2 . Moreover, the reason that the gaps between the records highlighted in red and blue are getting smaller when the network goes deeper is a deeper network provides [35] on the CIFAR-10 testing set with red highlight indicates the best of the softmax loss trained model and the blue highlight represents the best of our loss trained model. And the odd iterations indicate the model of softmax loss and the even iterations denote the model of hybrid loss. better abstraction, which means better representation leading to better solutions even though no constraints are added. According to the AM-GM inequality (Eq. (9)), both the proposed hybrid loss and the softmax loss can not obtain solutions better than those drawn from the underlying lower bound √ λf (x)g(x). As a consequence, the boundaries setting up by the proposed hybrid loss and the softmax loss are closer when the representation extracted from the network is better.
The embedding representation of CIFAR-10 with different tradeoffs are plotted in Figure 8 , which the model applied is VGG-16 with bottleneck layer of which output number is setting to 2. Figure 8a is the embedding learned from hybrid loss which extremely emphasizes the invariance by setting λ = 1, where the data points are clustered too close that the hyper-plane for classification is difficult to derive even in a deep learning model. Figure 8b shows the case opposite to figure 8a of which λ is setting to 0, i.e., the embedding is learned from softmax loss only. In that case, the intra-class variant is too large to achieve good performance on verification problems. Figure 8c trains the model with λ = 0.1 which balance invariance and discriminativeness simultaneously.
C. VERIFICATION EVALUATION
Performance on invariance is tested on the person re-identification dataset Market1501. We applied our loss 
FIGURE 10.
We listed some of the cropped images of persons projected to the embedding in Figure 9 . From (a), the cropped images are of person 15 and 5 which aims to illustrate the reason why there is a data point projected to a wrong position, which id is 15 within the cluster of which id is 5. From the image of the error-point indicated by a white bounding box, the major reason is that the wearing of the color similar to images of id 5. (b) tells the reason why clusters 8, 9 and 13 are closed to each other. All persons presented in cropped images of 8, 9 and 13 are riding bicycle with a white T-shirt which is roughly the same.
to the fine-tuned ResNet baseline provided by [36] . The comparison results are listed in Table 3 . It turns out that the performance of verification has been improved by employing the proposed hybrid loss. Moreover, we have plotted the Barnes-Hut t-SNE visualization [37] on the testing set with 10-classes using the baseline model and our model respectively (Figure 9a and Figure 9b ). It is shown that the clusters outputting from our model (Figure 9b ) are more compact than the one obtained from the baseline model (Figure 9a ).
Going deeper with the data projected to the plotted figures, we find that a person whose id is 15 is projected to the cluster of persons whose id is 5. According to [38] , this is because the clusters are grouped with persons wearing in similar-color and one image of the person whose id is 15 wearing in the color which is similar to the color that the person whose id is 5 most wear in (Figure 10a ). Person 8, 9 and 13 are closed to each other for the bicycles they are ridding and the similar color they are wearing in (Figure 10b ).
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a hybrid loss is proposed for establishing an embedding representation that balance the discriminativeness and the invariance which are required by classification problems and verification problems respectively. The hybrid loss aims to search for a better tradeoff for different losses that consisted simultaneously. As a consequence, the learned embedding is able to achieve better performance on both classification and the verification problems. Performances on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 classification benchmark, market1501 person re-ID benchmark are improved comparing with the baseline models applying softmax loss. Our future work is to investigate more on how large the gap should be between well-known CNN models applying the softmax loss and their underlying lower bound.
